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Abstract
EcoTRADE is a multi player network game of a virtual biodiversity credit market. Each player controls the land use of
a certain amount of parcels on a virtual landscape. The biodiversity credits of a particular parcel depend on neighboring
parcels, which may be owned by other players. The game can be used to study the strategies of players in experiments or
classroom games and also as a communication tool for stakeholders participating in credit markets that include spatially
interdependent credits.
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1. Software availability
Name of the software: EcoTRADE
Availability: Software, documentation and an online ap-
plet are available at
www.ecotrade.ufz.de/ecotradegame.html
Developers: Martin Horn, Martin Drechsler, Florian Har-
tig
Year first available: 2008
Software required: Java (JRE version 1.5 and higher). Ad-
ditionally, the web browser must allow the execution of
java applets for an optional online view.
Programming language: Java
2. Introduction
Tradable permits are an economic instrument for con-
trolling the use of environmental resources. Examples of
tradable permits include the carbon emissions trading schemes
settled under the Kyoto Protocol or the tradable permit
system for restricting emissions of ozone-depleting chem-
icals in the US after 1988 (Tietenberg, 2006). In recent
years, tradable permit schemes with names such as biobank-
ing or biodiversity credit trading have also been applied
to restrict land use and ensure the maintenance of natu-
ral habitats and biodiversity (Wissel and Wätzold, 2010).
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Yet, unlike in the case of carbon emissions, biodiversity
credits can not be issued independently of the spatial lo-
cation. Species depend on the connectedness of their habi-
tat. Therefore, the ecological benefit of conserving a site
is higher in the vicinity of other conserved sites and cred-
its should be issued accordingly (Drechsler and Wätzold,
2009; Hartig and Drechsler, 2009).
The multiplayer game EcoTRADE illustrates such a
situation: In a virtual biodiversity credit market, players
may use their land for conservation or agricultural pur-
poses. The amount of biodiversity credits they receive
depends on the land use in their neighborhood. Players in-
teract through these neighborhood-dependent benefits and
by trading credits on a virtual market. The software may
be used for educational purposes, such as classroom exper-
iments, as well as for communication with stakeholders or
for experimental economics.
3. Game description and software features
At the beginning of the game, each player receives a
certain land entitlement and a certain conservation obliga-
tion. To produce more or less biodiversity credits, players
can change the land use type of a parcel through mouse
clicks. If players want to undersupply their obligation,
they first need to buy credits from other players. An over-
plus of credits can be sold to other players. The aim of the
game is to maximize economic profits from the land, which
can be done by collecting revenue from agriculturally used
fields or by selling biodiversity credits to other players (see
Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: A three-player game, showing the client window of player 1. On the left hand side we see the game landscape. Properties belonging
to player 1 are highlighted. Each of these properties is labelled with two numbers; the upper one denotes the conservation credits earned
from the property if used for conservation, the lower one marks the economic profit earned from the property if used for agriculture. A tree
on a property indicates that the site is used for conservation. On the right hand side (from top to bottom), we see the current profits of all
players and the time series of prices of ecopoint transactions (top); status information and a chat window (middle); and a window for credit
trading (bottom).
The software consists of a server and a client. The
clients, controlled by the players, may connect to the server
through any network connection, i.e. via a local network
or the internet. Players may initialize new games on the
server, modify the rules of the new game, and invite other
players to join in. All parts of the software are written in
Java and can be run on any system which provides a java
virtual machine. User manuals in English and German
can be found on the game website, from where it is also
possible to play the game directly in the web browser. The
software also contains an experimental one-player version,
where the second player is controlled by the computer.
4. Practical experience and concluding remarks
Credit markets with spatially dependent credits give
rise to a number of questions. Landowners may influ-
ence each other’s payoffs (see Hartig and Drechsler, 2010).
Will they coordinate or cooperate to optimize their prof-
its? Will they be able to find the land configurations that
optimize their payoffs? Will players find it unfair that
other players may influence their payoffs?
The EcoTRADE software has been used at several work-
shops with participants ranging from children between the
ages of 10 and 15 years to ecology and economics students
and scientists working in the field of conservation and re-
source economics. We found that the software is useful for
observing the typical behavior and strategies of players,
but also for communicating problems arising from spatially
interdependent credits. In conclusion, we hope that users
will find the EcoTRADE game useful as a communication
tool for classroom games and stakeholder workshops, but
also for experimental studies in economics.
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